Spiral arms shown by different components may not be spatially coincident, which can constrain formation mechanisms of spiral structure in a galaxy. We reassess the spiral arm tangency directions in the Milky Way through identifying the bump features in the longitude plots of survey data for infrared stars, radio recombination lines (RRLs), star formation sites, CO, high density regions in clouds, and HI. The bump peaks are taken as indications for arm tangencies, which are close to the real density peaks near the spiral arm tangency point but often have ∼ 1
INTRODUCTION
The formation and evolution of spiral arms in spiral galaxies is a fundamental problem in astronomy for more than 90 years (e.g., Hubble 1926; Lindblad 1927) . Observationally, spiral galaxies can be classified into, for example by Elmegreen (1990) , flocculent (e.g., NGC 4414), multi-armed (e.g., M 101), and grand design galaxies (e.g., M 51). The mechanisms for spiral formation (see Dobbs & Baba 2014 , for a review) could be (1) quasistationary density wave theory (e.g., Lin & Shu 1964 , 1966 ; (2) localized instabilities, perturbations, or noise induced kinematic spirals (e.g., Sellwood & Carlberg 1984) ; (3) dynamically tidal interactions (e.g., Toomre & Toomre 1972) . It is difficult to identify which mechanism dominates spiral structure in a specific galaxy (e.g., Binney & Tremaine 2008) . Careful comparisons of spiral features between observations and theories are necessary to distinguish these mechanisms (Foyle et al. 2011) .
The quasi-stationary density wave theory (Roberts 1969 ) predicts a spatial offset of different arm components, e.g., old stars, star forming regions, molecular gas and atomic gas, due to possible delay in star formation from gas gathering (see Fig .1 ). The other mechanisms do not predict the offset between the stellar spiral arms and gaseous arms (see, e.g., Dobbs & Baba 2014; Baba et al. 2015) . Face-on spiral galaxies (e.g., M 51, M 81) are the ideal objects to test these mechanisms. Many observations have been made (e.g., Mathewson et al. 1972; Rots 1975; Tamburro et al. 2008 ;
⋆ E-mail: lghou@nao.cas.cn Egusa et al. 2009; Foyle et al. 2011; Martínez-García & Puerari 2014) , but different conclusions were made by different authors even from the high quality data of HI, CO, 24 µm infrared and UV images of the same sample of galaxies, mainly because of large uncertainties in measuring the spiral arm properties (Dobbs & Baba 2014) .
For the Milky Way Galaxy, the possible spatial offset of different spiral arm components is very difficult to measure and far from clear at present, mainly because the spiral pattern and positions of arms (e.g. Vallée 2008; Foster & Cooper 2010; Hou & Han 2014; Pettitt et al. 2014; Carraro 2015) have not been well determined. However, the directions of spiral arm tangencies in our Galaxy can be estimated (e.g., Benjamin 2009 ), which can be used to check the possible offset between different components of spiral arms (e.g., see Fig. 1 ).
Previously spiral arm tangencies have been identified from the Galactic plane surveys of HI (e.g., Burton & Shane 1970; Weaver 1970) , 12 CO (e.g., Sanders et al. 1985; Solomon et al. 1985; Dame et al. 1986; Grabelsky et al. 1987; Bronfman et al. 1988 Bronfman et al. , 1989 Bronfman et al. , 2000a Dame & Thaddeus 2011) , 13 CO (e.g., Stark & Lee 2006), radio continuum emission at 408 MHz (e.g., Beuermann et al. 1985) and at 86 MHz (e.g., Mills et al. 1958) , HII regions (e.g., Lockman 1979 Lockman , 1989 Downes et al. 1980; Hou & Han 2014) , near infrared emission (e.g., Hayakawa et al. 1981) , far infrared dust emission (e.g., Bloemen et al. 1990; Drimmel 2000) , far infrared cooling lines (Steiman-Cameron et al. 2010), 870 µm continuum (Beuther et al. 2012 ), 6.7-GHz methanol masers (e.g., Caswell et al. 2011; Green et al. 2011 Green et al. , 2012 , and Roberts (1969) ]. Spiral arm tangencies for gas (ψ gas ) and stars (ψ star ) are shown by the density peaks near the tangency points of ideal spiral arms. Thus, the difference ∆ψ = |ψ star − ψ gas | can be used to indicates the possible spatial offset of different components in spiral arms.
old stars ) for the Scutum Arm, the Sagittarius Arm, the Carina Arm, the Centaurus Arm and the Norma Arm (e.g., see Table 1 of Gerhard 1999, and Vallée 2014a) . In addition, the southern and northern tangencies for the Near 3 kpc Arm 1 have also been reported (e.g., Cohen & Davies 1976; Bania 1980; Dame & Thaddeus 2008) . The directions of arm tangencies are regarded as important observational constraint on the Galaxy spiral arms (e.g., Burton 1971 Burton , 1973 Georgelin & Georgelin 1976; Englmaier & Gerhard 1999; Drimmel & Spergel 2001; Cordes & Lazio 2002; Russeil 2003; Churchwell et al. 2009; Hou et al. 2009; Hou & Han 2014; Vallée 2015) . A detailed literature survey for spiral arm tangency directions can be found in Vallée (2014a) .
The definitions of an arm tangency are often slightly different in literature, which makes direct comparison and even statistics difficult. For example, the arm tangency in Englmaier & Gerhard (1999, see their Sect. 4.6 ) is determined as the outer edge of a spiral arm where the velocity jump occurs. The arm tangency can be traced by discontinuities in the integrated CO emission, as mentioned by e.g. Bronfman et al. (2000a) , Grabelsky et al. (1987) , and Alvarez et al. (1990) , or by the solid-body like kinematics in the rotation curve derived from CO survey (e.g., Luna et al. 2006) . Spiral arms produce the deviations from the circular velocity, so 1 The identification of the "3 kpc Arm" dates back to 1960s (e.g., van Woerden et al. 1957; Oort et al. 1958 ). There still are some debates on its nature , which could be an expanding ring-like structure (e.g., van der Kruit 1971; Cohen & Davies 1976; Sevenster 1999), nonexpanding resonance feature, or elliptical streamlines (e.g., Peters 1975), or spiral arms (e.g., Fux 1999; Bissantz et al. 2003) . Two tangencies are observed for this structure in the inner Galaxy regardless of its nature. In this work, we take the name "3 kpc Arm" when referring to the feature. that the bumps in the rotation curves are anomalous velocities associated with streaming motion (see e.g. Burton & Shane 1970; Burton 1973; McClure-Griffiths & Dickey 2007) . The arm tangency can also be identified from peak features (Drimmel 2000; Bronfman et al. 1989) or local maxima (Steiman-Cameron et al. 2010) in the longitude plot for integrated infrared emission or line intensities. Caswell et al. (2011) identified the Norma tangency as a dense concentration of methanol masers. The arm tangency can also be found by fitting the distributions of spiral tracers in the Galactic plane or by fitting the features in the longitude-velocity diagram with a spiral arm model (e.g., Hou & Han 2014) . The derived arm tangency may be influenced by the position uncertainties of tracers. The derived directions of arm tangencies by different authors could be different as large as the half of arm width even from the same observational data.
There are some potential pitfalls on identifications of arm tangencies from observations. For example, velocity crowding, including the streaming motions (e.g., Burton 1973) , and concentrations of individual clouds can result in the "bump" features in the longitude-velocity map or the number counts of objects. The clumps or cores of nearby clouds or star forming regions could be mistaken as the longitude concentrations of farther objects and then be misinterprested as arm tangencies. In addition, gas observations for tangencies could be complicated by optical depth effects for some lines, such as the known self-absorption effect for the HI 21 cm line and CO line. Observations of small distant clouds can suffer beam dilution effect. To identify arm tangencies properly, the multiwavelength survey data for different Galactic components should be considered together, because the problems discussed above may present in one or two datasets, but not in all datasets.
The spiral arms traced by old stars and molecular gas in our Milky Way are believed to be spatially coincident (e.g., Vallée 2014a). A spatial separation (∼ 100 pc − 300 pc) between different arm tracers, e.g., 12 CO, 13 CO, HI gas, cold dust, methanol masers, hot dust, was recently suggested by Vallée (2014b) , based on the statistics of arm tangency direction values in literature without considering possible different definitions. To show the possible offsets between spiral arms traced by different Galactic components, i.e., old stars, ionized gas, molecular gas, atomic gas, we reassess the spiral arm tangencies by using survey data in literature for different Galactic components.
SURVEY DATA FOR DIFFERENT GALACTIC COMPONENTS

Stellar component
Since the spiral structure traced by the stellar component were obtained by using the COBE survey (Drimmel 2000; Drimmel & Spergel 2001) 2) Spitzer/GLIMPSE (Galactic Legacy Infrared Midplane Extraordinaire) is a survey of the inner Galactic plane with the Spitzer space telescope in four mid-infrared bands, i.e., 3.6 µm, 4.5 µm, 5.8 µm and 8 µm (Benjamin et al. 2003) , providing a 3σ sensitivity for point sources as being 15.5 mag, 15.0 mag, 13.0 mag and 13.0 mag, respectively ). The GLIMPSE has a comparable resolution of ∼ 1" and a sensitivity of ∼ 0.5 mJy to the 2MASS but with a greatly reduced extinction (Benjamin 2008) . We note that about 90% of all the GLIMPSE stars are red giants, and a good fraction of them appear to be the red-clump giants ) which have a very narrow luminosity function around an absolute magnitude M K = −1.61 ± 0.03 mag with an Gaussian width of σ K = 0.22 ± 0.03 mag (e.g., Alves 2000; Cabrera-Lavers et al. 2007 ).
The point sources detected by GLIMPSE and 2MASS within the Galactic latitude range of |b| < 1
• and the magnitude range of ∆m = 6.5 − 12.5 are used in this paper for determination of spiral arm tangencies traced by old stars 3 . Surface number density of stars (per deg 2 ) is plotted against the Galactic longitude in the top panel of Fig. 2 . We ignore the regions close to the Galactic center direction (e.g., 20
• > l > 340 • ) where the bump features may be the superposition of structure features in the Galactic bar(s), bulge, and spiral arms. We focus only on the longitude regions of 20 • ), the Centaurus Arm (l ∼ 308 • ) and the northern and southern ends of the Near 3 kpc Arm (l ∼ 27
• and l ∼ 338 • ) though the stellar bump near l ∼ 27
• can also be interpreted by an in-plane bar or a ring (see Sect.1 of López-Corredoira et al. 2001) . The peak of the bumps are related to the density maximum in stellar spiral arms (see Sect. 3.2).
Ionized gas and star formation sites
Ionized gas exists in the interstellar medium in general in three forms: individual HII regions, diffuse warm ionized gas, and hot ionized gas (Lequeux 2005; Ferrière 2001 ). Radio recombination lines are best tracers of ionized gas (Gordon & Sorochenko 2009 ). However, the global properties of ionized gas in the Milky Way revealed by RRLs are not well explored yet (e.g., Thompson et al. 2014; Liu et al. 2013; Alves et al. 2015; Bihr et al. 2015) . At present, the HIPASS survey of the Galactic plane (Alves et al. 2010 (Alves et al. , 2015 has the largest sky coverage for mapping the RRLs in the region of l = 196
• − 0 • − 52 • and |b| 5
• at 1.4 GHz with a resolution of 14.4 arcmin, picking up the RRLs of H168α, H167α and H166α with a rms noise per channel of about 2.8 mK.
In the panel <2> of Fig. 2 , the RRL line intensity integrated over |b| < 2
• and a velocity range of ∆V = [V t − 15 km s −1 , V t + 15 km s −1 ] around the terminal velocity V t is plotted against the Galactic longitude. The velocity range ∆V is so chosen to include the gas around the tangencies but exclude the foreground and background RRL emission. The terminal velocity V t is calculated with a flat rotation curve and the IAU standard circular orbital speed at the Sun, Θ 0 = 220 km s −1 . The influences of the adopted rotation curves, Θ 0 , and velocity range ∆V will be tested and discussed in Sect. 3.1.
In the RRL plot, each spiral arm shows a corresponding distinct bump. The bumps indicate that ionized gas traced by H168α, H167α and H166α are concentrated to spiral arms. The bump peaks indicate the density maximums of ionized gas in spiral arms (see Sect. 3.2) and hence are adopted as the "observed" arm tangencies of ionized gas. Some weaker bumps in the plots may indicate some individual clouds or arm spurs/branches in the interarm regions. The significance of a bump is evaluated by the ratio of the bump peak value to the fluctuation σ which is estimated from the fitting residual outside the range of a tangency.
The Centaurus arm is intriguing to have two distinct RRL bumps near l ∼ 311
• and l ∼ 305 • , which are also shown in the CO and HI plots and coincident with the dips in the rotation curve of McClure-Griffiths & Dickey (2007, see their Fig. 8) .
HII regions are the zones of ionized gas surrounding young massive stars or star clusters. They are primary tracer of spiral arms. HII regions can be detected from the whole Galactic disk without extinction, even as far as ∼20 kpc from the Sun (see Hou & Han 2014) . The largest catalog of Galactic HII regions or candidates to date is recently given by Anderson et al. (2014) , who identified HII regions according to the mid-infrared morphology in the WISE survey data. More than 8400 HII regions and candidates are identified, about 1500 of them were previously known. However, most of the HII regions do not have line velocity information.
The 6.7 GHz methanol masers are good tracers of the early evolutionary stage of massive stars. About 1000 Galactic methanol masers have been detected (e.g., Pestalozzi et al. 2005; Ellingsen 2007; Xu et al. 2008; Cyganowski et al. 2009; Green et al. 2009 Green et al. , 2010 Green et al. , 2012 Caswell et al. 2010 Caswell et al. , 2011 Fontani et al. 2010; Olmi et al. 2014; Sun et al. 2014; Breen et al. 2015) . The catalog of 6.7-GHz methanol masers collected by Hou & Han (2014) from literature is used in this work.
The number density of HII regions and methanol masers is plotted against the Galactic longitude in the panel <3> of Fig. 2 . However, the identification of spiral arm tangencies in the plot is not straightforward as the bump features are not so clear. The star formation sites are very clumpy in general, and some bumps may be related to arm spurs or arm branches or clumpies in some nearby individual clouds, not to the major gaseous spiral arms. In addition, no velocity constraints were made in the plot due to the lack of velocity information for most HII regions. Some bump features are probably related to the star formation sites in the SagittariusCarina Arm and/or Scutum-Centaurus Arm. It is clear that spiral arm tangencies can be well-identified by RRL, CO and HI velocity integrated plots, and then we check the coincident features in the number density plot for HII regions and methanol masers. The bumps near the tangency directions can be found for the northern part of the Near 3 kpc Arm (l ∼ 24
• ), the Scutum Arm (l ∼ 32
• ), and the southern part of the Near 3 kpc Arm (l ∼ 337
• ), which we marked arrows in Fig .2 . These bump peaks indicate the dense concentration of HII regions and methanol masers in spiral arms, hence are taken as the "observed" arm tangencies for star formation sites. The density excesses near the northern tangency of the Near 3 kpc Arm (l ∼ 24
• ) and near the Carina tangency (l ∼ 282
• ) are not prominent with a significance of only 0.6σ − 2.6σ.
Molecular gas and high density sites
Carbon monoxide (CO) is a tracer for molecular gas in galaxies. By far the most widely-used survey of Galactic 12 CO(1−0) was given by Dame et al. (2001) , which covers the entire Galactic plane and extends at least six degrees in the Galactic latitude. The angular resolution is 8.4
′ − 8.8 ′ . The rms noise per channel is about 0.3 K. The velocity coverage is from −260 km s −1 to +280 km s −1 in the frame of the Local Standard of Rest (LSR).
Emission of
13 CO(1−0) suffers less extinction than that of 12 CO(1−0), hence it is a better tracer of column density for the molecular gas. The Galactic Ring Survey (GRS, Jackson et al. 2006 ) of 13 CO(1−0) covers the longitude range from 18
• to 55.7
• and the latitude range of |b| 1
• . The angular resolution is about 46
′′ and the sampling is 22 ′′ . The sensitivity is about 0.4 K. The LSR velocity coverage is from −5 km s −1 to +135 km s −1 . In the panel <4> of Fig. 2 , the variation of CO intensity integrated over |b| < 2
• and a velocity range of ∆V = [V t − 15 km s −1 , V t + 15 km s −1 ] around the terminal velocity is plotted against the Galactic longitude (e.g., see also Grabelsky et al. 1987) . We see that near every spiral arm tangency there is a corresponding bump in the CO plot. The bump peaks in the CO plot is related to the density maximums of molecular gas in spiral arms (see Sect. 3.2). Therefore molecular clouds are good tracers of spiral structure (e.g., Hou & Han 2014) , and the spiral arm tangencies can be shown by molecular gas. We note that around the tangency direction of the Centaurus arm, there are two distinct peaks of CO intensity, stronger one near l ∼ 312
• and a weaker one near l ∼ 306
• . High density regions of molecular gas comprise only ∼ 7% of the mass of molecular clouds (Battisti & Heyer 2014) , but they are the birth place of massive stars or star clusters. The best way to unambiguously search for high density regions is to survey the optically thin emission of dust in the millimeter/submillimeter regime (Csengeri et al. 2014; Andre et al. 2000) . There have been some impressive progress in recent years, e.g., the Bolocam Galactic Plane Survey (Rosolowsky et al. 2010; Aguirre et al. 2011; Ginsburg et al. 2013) , the APEX Telescope Large Area Survey of the Galaxy (ATLASGAL, Contreras et al. 2013; Csengeri et al. 2014) , and the Herschel Space Observatory survey (Hi-Gal, Molinari et al. 2010a,b) . The ATLASGAL at 870 µm has been finished and cover a large portion of the inner Galactic plane (−60
• l +60
• , and −1.5
• , and −2.0
More than 10000 compact submillimeter sources (dense clumps) were identified (Contreras et al. 2013; Csengeri et al. 2014) .
In addition, the dense regions of molecular gas can be detected by using molecular lines tracing high density environments, e.g., HCO + , NH 3 (Purcell et al. 2012; Shirley et al. 2013) . The H 2 O Southern Galactic Plane Survey (HOPS) maps the inner Galactic plane (−70
• > l > 30 • , |b| < 0.5 • ) using the Mopra 22m telescope at 12 mm wavelengths (19.5−27.5 GHz, Walsh et al. 2011) , and detect 669 dense clouds by using NH 3 (1,1) transition (Purcell et al. 2012) .
The number density of the dense clumps from the ATLAS-GAL and HOPS is plotted against the Galactic longitude in the panel <5> of Fig. 2 . The arm tangencies for the northern part of the Near 3 kpc Arm (l ∼ 24
• ), the Scutum Arm (l ∼ 32 • ), and the Sagittarius Arm (l ∼ 50
• ) can be easily identified from the longitude plot without ambiguity. Similar to the number density plots for HII regions and methanol masers, the bump features in the fourth Galactic quadrant are complex, and need to be compared to arm tangency directions obtained from the RRL/CO/HI plots. The identified bump peaks indicate the concentration of dense clumps around spiral arms, which can be taken as the "observed" arm tangencies from high density gas clumps. The Leiden/Argentine/Bonn (LAB) survey covering the entire sky is the most sensitive HI survey to date (Kalberla et al. 2005) , which merges the Leiden/Dwingeloo survey of the northern sky (Hartmann & Burton 1997 ) and the Instituto Argentino de Radioastronomia Survey of the southern sky (Arnal et al. 2000; Bajaja et al. 2005) . The angular resolution is ∼ 36 ′ . The LSR velocity coverage is from −450 km s −1 to +400 km s −1 . The rms noise of the data is 70 mk − 90 mk.
Atomic gas: HI
Similar to the RRL plot and the CO plot, the integrated HI intensity over |b| < 2
• and a velocity range of ∆V = [V t − 15 km s −1 , V t + 15 km s −1 ] around the terminal velocity is plotted in the panel <6> of Fig. 2 . The atomic gas is not obviously concentrated to spiral arms as molecular gas (also see Nakanishi & Sofue 2003 , so that the bump features in the HI plot are not as prominent as those in the RRL and CO plots. The known arm tangencies, however, can be recognized except for the northern tangency of the Near 3 kpc Arm (l ∼ 24
• ). The bump peaks in the HI plot indicate the density maximums of atomic gas in spiral arms. 
ARM TANGENCIES FOR DIFFERENT COMPONENTS
Measuring arm tangencies from the longitude plots
As discussed above, the peaks of the bumps in the longitude plots correspond to the arm tangencies (see Fig. 2 ). To measure the peak position, we first fit the "baseline" with a second-order polynomial function outside the tangency range which should represent the general contribution from the Galaxy disk. The baseline is then subtracted from data to show bumps more clearly. After that a single Gaussian or multi-gaussians are fitted to a bump, as shown in Fig. 3 . The peak position of the fitted Gaussian(s) is adopted as the longitude direction of "observed" arm tangency, and the bump width is derived as well to be the full width at half maximum (FWHM), as listed in Table 1 . We noticed that for each arm the tangency longitudes derived from the gaseous components (RRLs, star formation sites, CO, HI, dense clumps) have similar values, with a much smaller difference than various values in literature (see Fig. 4 ). We verified that results change less than 1
• if other fitting functions are used, e.g., a single Gaussian plus a first-order polynomial function.
Note also that a flat rotation curve with the IAU standard circular orbital speed at the Sun of Θ 0 = 220 km s −1 is adopted to calculate the terminal velocity V t , and then the velocity range of ∆V = V t ± 15 km s −1 for the integrated line intensity is used to derive the longitude plots for RRLs, CO and HI in Fig. 2 . We tested and found that if the other rotation curves, e.g. the one given by Brand & Blitz (1993) , Clemens (1985) , and Fich et al. (1989) , or different Θ 0 (238 − 240 km s −1 , Schönrich 2012; Reid et al. 2014), or even the different velocity ranges such as ±5 − ±25 km s −1 , are used, the measured arm tangencies change less than ∼0.5
• and the measured bump widths change less than ∼1
• . So does the magnitude range for the old stars.
"Observed" tangencies and the true density peaks
To explain the detailed features in the plots of Fig. 2 , an illuminating model should include disk, bulge, Galactic bar(s), spiral arms, and also interstellar extinction and luminosity function (e.g., Ortiz & Lepine 1993; Drimmel 2000; Robitaille et al. 2012; Polido et al. 2013) . Here, we try to understand the interplay between the observed bumps for arm tangencies and the true density peaks in spiral arms. For this purpose, we make a simplified model as shown in Fig. 5 , which consists of two density components (see Drimmel & Spergel 2001) :
Here, ρ disk is an axisymmetric exponential disk, ρ arm comes from spiral arms, r is the Galactocentric distance, h r is the scale length, d i is the distance to the nearest spiral arm, w i (r) ∝ r indicates the half-width of the ith arm, and A disk and A arm are the density normalization for the disk and spiral arms, respectively. The density profile acrosses an arm is taken as Gaussian. The polynomiallogarithmic model derived by fitting to the distribution of HII regions by Hou & Han (2014, see the left panel in their Fig. 11 ) is adopted for the spiral arms, which have the known density peaks at arm tangencies of spiral arms. We put 10 6 particles randomly to match the density model in Fig. 5 .
According to Binney & Merrifield (1998) , the number of stars of type s with apparent magnitude between m 1 and m 2 in a solid angle dΩ in the (l, b) direction is:
here, R is the heliocentric distance, M is the absolute magnitude, ρ s is the stellar density near the Galactic plane, and Φ s is the luminosity function of stars of type s. Because a good fraction of GLIMPSE detected stars appear to be red-clump giants (Churchwell et al. . The "observed" arm tangencies can be identified by the bump peaks. The "true" density peaks near spiral arm tangencies in the model are indicated by solid lines, which are displaced from the "observed" bump peaks.
2009), it would be reasonable to assume that the bump features shown in the infrared star counts are dominated by red-clump giants. We assume that the stellar density is proportional to the density model given in Eq. (1). Considering that the GLIMPSE midinfrared survey allowed for the nearly-extinction free detection of stars in the inner Galactic plane (Benjamin 2008) , and also for simplicity, we neglect the extinction effect. The luminosity function of red-clump giants given by Alves (2000, see their Fig.3 ) is normalized and adopted, and the apparent magnitude range between m 1 = 6.5 and m 2 = 12.5 is adopted in the calculations. Then the longitude plot for the surface density of stars can be derived as shown in the lower panel of Fig. 5 , with clear bump features for arm tangencies. We find that the directions for "observed" arm tangencies deviate from the longitudes of the "true" density maximums of spiral arms near the tangencies by shifting to the inner side of about 1
• in general (see Fig. 6 ), depending on the input arm width in the model. Near the Norma tangency, the shift could be as large as 2.5
• if the arm has a width (FWHM) of 0.4 kpc − 0.5 kpc.
Similar simulations for gas distributions can be obtained to get the modeled longitude plots of integrated intensities. Take the CO data as an example. The integrated emission W(l, b) CO 
dvdΩ is commonly assumed to be proportional to the column density of molecular hydrogen N(H 2 ), e.g., N(H 2 ) = XW(CO). Here X is the conversion factor, T R (l, b, v) is the CO Figure 6 . The "observed" longitude values for arm tangencies (GL obs ) deduced from various simulated models with a different input arm width (FWHM 0 ). The "observed" tangency directions are shifted to the interior to the "true" arm density peaks of the model (GL model ).
line temperature (e.g., Grabelsky et al. 1987) , b) is the gas density, R is the heliocentric distance. Then the integrated intensity of CO:
can be obtained from the density model (see Fig. 5 ). We get the same conclusion for gas arms as that for the stellar arms. More sophisticated model could be constructed to explain the real data. For example, the infrared stars in the GLIMPSE and 2MASS surveys consist of a mixture of different types of stars with different luminosity functions, and distant stars should suffer from extinction effect. The optical depth and beam dilution effects should be considered in the gas density model. However, the very simplified models discussed above seem to be good enough to illustrate the interplay between the observed bumps and the true density peaks near the spiral arm tangencies.
Displacements of spiral arms outlined by different tracers
The measured directions for tangencies are not exactly the real directions of density peaks of spiral arms near the tangencies, with a slight shift to the interior to the arm. However such a shift happens to all kinds of spiral tracers, various gas arms or stellar arms. Therefore, the relative longitude positions of arm tangencies shown by different components can be used to check the spatial coincidence of different spiral arm components.
For the tangencies of the Scutum-Centaurus Arm and the northern and southern parts of the Near 3 kpc Arm, the consistent longitude is found for the stellar arm tangency from the infrared data of GLIMPSE and 2MASS (see Fig. 7 and also Table 1 ) although the extinction is significantly less at GLIMPSE 4.5 µm band than the 2MASS J, H, and K s bands (Fig. 2) .
Arm tangencies shown by RRLs, HII regions, methanol masers, CO, dense clumps, and HI data have more or less similar longitudes (see Fig. 7 ) with a small difference of 1.1
• (∼ 150 pc) for the northern tangency of the Near 3 kpc Arm, 0.3
• (∼ 40 pc) for the Scutum tangency, 1.6
• (∼ 150 pc) for the Sagittarius tangency, 2.5
• (∼ 90 pc) for the Carina tangency, 2.1
• (∼ 260 pc) for the Norma tangency, and 1.7
• (∼ 230 pc) for the Southern Near 3 kpc tangency, which are comparable to the typical uncertainty of the measured arm tangencies (∼ 1
• ), and smaller than the widths of spiral arms in our Galaxy (∼ 200 pc − 400 pc, Reid et al. 2014) . The Centaurus tangency region (l ∼ 302
• − 313 • ) seems complex, which is known for several anomalies (Benjamin 2008) . It has two distinct gas components (see Fig. 2 and Fig. 7) , one is near l ∼ 311
• and another is near l ∼ 306
• . The longitude difference for each component near the Centaurus tangency shown by RRLs, CO, and HI is small, 1.4
• (∼ 120 pc). Therefore, there is almost no obvious and ordered shift for spiral arms traced by different gas tracers, i.e., RRLs, HII regions, methanol masers, CO, dense gas regions, and HI. However, remarkable difference is found between the arm tangencies traced by old stars and gas (see Fig. 7 ), which is about 2.3
• − 3.9
• (∼ 310 pc − 520 pc) for the northern part of the Near 3 kpc Arm, 1.7
• − 2.3 • in the Galactic longitude (∼ 210 pc − 290 pc) for the Scutum Arm, and about 1.3
• − 5.1 • (∼ 120 pc − 480 pc) for the Centaurus Arm, which are comparable to the widths of spiral arms. In the tangency regions of the northern part of the Near 3 kpc Arm and the Scutum Arm, the stellar arms are exterior to the gas arms. As for the Centaurus tangency, the offset direction of stellar arm relative to gas arm is complex as it has two distinct gaseous components. The relative strength of these two components shown by different gas tracers (RRLs, CO, and HI) are not consistent (Fig. 7) . The CO/HI integrated intensity for the component near l ∼ 311
• is stronger than that for the component near l ∼ 305
• (Fig. 7) . By comparing the bump profiles derived from the 2MASS K s band data and the GLIMPSE 4.5µm data (see the right panel in Fig. 7) , we found that the number increase of infrared stars detected by GLIMPSE in the longitude range of l ∼ 309
• − 314
• is much more prominent than that in the longitude range of l ∼ 302
• − 307
• . Hence, the extinction caused by interstellar dust is much more serious in the l ∼ 309
• directions, indicating a larger dust and gas content. In addition, the literature mean values of the Centaurus tangency (see the summary given by Englmaier & Gerhard 1999; Vallée 2014a) are commonly adopted as ∼ 309
• , closer to the gas component near l ∼ 311
• . These features indicate that the bump component near l ∼ 311
• have a stronger gas concentration and larger gas content, and the stellar Centaurus Arm is exterior to this component. The shift of stellar arms exterior to CO gas arms increases with the Galactocentric radius. Such offsets has also been observed in some nearby galaxies (e.g., M81, Kendall et al. 2008 ).
Therefore, to identify the arm tangency features from the star count plots, the possible offset between the stellar arms and gas arms should be considered. We re-check the star count plots and found that the stellar data from 2MASS J, H, and K s bands show a broad but small amplitude bump in the longitude plot near Galactic longitude ∼ 55
• (see Fig. 8 ). This bump, which has not been identified (e.g., see Drimmel 2000; Churchwell et al. 2009 ), may be related to the tangency of the Sagittarius Arm but shifted about 4.2
• − 5.8
• (∼ 380 pc − 530 pc) exterior to the gas arm. This direction offset is consistent with the offsets for the Scutum Arm, the northern part of the Near 3 kpc Arm, and the Centaurus Arm, and the offset value (∼ 4.2
• − 5.8 • ) is larger but comparable to that for the Centaurus Arm (∼ 1.3
• − 5.1 • ). For the southern tangency of the Near 3 kpc Arm, the difference between the arm tangency traced by stars and gas is not significant, and around the tangency directions of the Carina Arm and the Norma Arm, no obvious bumps can be found in the stellar data, so that for these arms the possible displacements can not be properly assessed. 
DISCUSSIONS AND CONCLUSIONS
We reassess the Galactic longitude directions of spiral arm tangencies in the Milky Way by using survey data for infrared stars and RRLs, HII regions, 6.7 GHz methanol masers, CO, high density regions in gas, and HI with a consistent definition for the tangencies. As verified by a simple model, the directions of arm tangencies are very close to the real density peaks of spiral arms near tangencies, but have a shift of about 1
• to the interior to the arm and the shift happens to all kinds of spiral tracers. Spiral arm tangency directions derived by different gas tracers, i.e., RRLs, HII regions, methanol masers, CO, dense gas, and HI, are almost at the same longitudes for the Scutum-Centaurus Arm, the Sagittarius-Carina Arm, the Norma Arm, and the Near 3 kpc Arm. Therefore, we conclude that there is no obvious shift between the gas arms, in spite of the gas phases, ionized or neutral or molecular.
We derived the tangency directions for the stellar arms, the Scutum-Centaurus Arm, the Near 3 kpc Arm, and the Sagittarius Arm, and obtain consistent values of arm tangencies by using stellar data of GLIMPSE and 2MASS. However, we find remarkable difference between the tangency directions of the stellar arms and the gas arms for the Scutum-Centaurus Arm, the northern part of the Near 3 kpc Arm and maybe the Sagittarius Arm, with a shift about 1.3
• −5.8 • (∼ 120 pc − 530 pc) in the Galactic longitude for different arms, nearly about the widths of spiral arms in our Galaxy (∼ 200 pc − 400 pc). The obvious offset between the stellar component near l ∼ 27
• and gas components near l ∼ 24
• for the Near 3 kpc Arm deserves further studies since it could be related to a barred potential (e.g., l ∼ 27
• , López-Corredoira et al. 2001; Benjamin et al. 2005 ). The double peaks for gas components near the Centaurus tangency are intriguing and deserve for further investigations. The stellar overdensity near l ∼ 55
• shown by using the 2MASS J, H and K s band data maybe related to the tangency of the stellar Sagittarius Arm, though the feature is not obvious in the GLIMPSE data. The stellar Sagittarius Arm may be much weaker than the stellar Scutum-Centaurus Arm, and was smeared out in the GLIMPSE data. It is also possible that the stellar overdensity shown in 2MASS data is caused by some nearby stellar structures, and not related to the Sagittarius tangency. This intriguing feature deserves further attention as it is important to better understand the stellar density distribution in the Galactic disk.
Based on observational properties of spiral structure we construct a face-on image for the Milky Way as shown in Fig. 9 , which shows that the gaseous components are dominated by four arm segments in the inner Galaxy regions (e.g., Georgelin & Georgelin 1976; Russeil 2003; Hou et al. 2009; Hou & Han 2014) , and may extend to the far outer Galaxy (e.g., Hou & Han 2014; Sun et al. 2015) . The Local Arm is probably an branch of the Perseus Arm (e.g., Xu et al. 2013; Hou & Han 2014; Burns et al. 2014) . The distribution of old stars in the Galactic plane is dominated by a two-arm spiral pattern (two major spiral arms: the Scutum-Centaurus Arm and the Perseus Arm, e.g., Drimmel 2000; Drimmel & Spergel 2001; Benjamin et al. 2005; Churchwell et al. 2009; Francis & Anderson 2012) . The Sagittarius Arm may be the third but a weaker stellar arm. The tangency directions for the density maximums of gas arm and stellar arm for the ScutumCentaurus Arm has a longitude difference as large as 1.6
• − 4.7
• (∼ 150 pc − 420 pc). In the inner Galaxy, the stellar arms are shifted outwards with respect to the gaseous arms traced by RRLs, CO and HI, not only for the Scutum-Centaurus Arm, the northern part of the Near 3 kpc Arm, but maybe also for the Sagittarius Arm.
Among three proposed mechanisms to produce spiral arms in galaxies, only the quasi-stationary density wave theory predicts a spatial displacement between the density peaks traced by stars and gas in spiral arms, by assuming a constant pattern speed (e.g., Roberts 1969; Dobbs & Baba 2014 , and see Fig. 1 ). Our data analyses show the shift between the directions for the density maximums of stars and the intensity peaks for gas emission in the Scutum-Centaurus Arm near the tangencies, which is evidence for the quasi-stationary density wave in the Milky Way. Considering the symmetry of the Galaxy spiral structure proposed in literature (e.g., Dame 2013) , such an offset between gas and old stars is also expected in the Perseus Arm (see Fig. 9 ), and recently discussed by Monguió et al. (2015) using the stellar overdensity and the interstellar visual absorption in the anticenter direction. The accurate measurements of the parallax/proper motion for stars by Gaia (e.g., Robin et al. 2012; Kawata et al. 2015) , and for high-mass star forming regions by the Bar and Spiral Structure Legacy (BeSSel) Survey 4 and the Japanese VLBI Exploration of Radio Astrometry (VERA) 5 will provide critical tests in the near future. In addition, no general spatial ordering can be reliably deduced for the multiphase gas arms. Considering the multiphase properties of interstellar medium and the stellar feedback (e.g., Wada 2008), the response of gas to the Galaxy potential probably highly complex, making it difficult to verify the possible spatial ordering for multiphase gas arms in observations at present.
